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Abstract

This paper develops a dynamic asset price and market inventory model that

incorporates two types of agents, the fundamentalists and trend followers, and the

market maker who is both a liquidity trader and an investor by actively managing

the market inventory. We examine the joint effect of the market participants on

the market price and inventory. We find that the stability of the fundamental

equilibrium depends mainly on the activities of the fundamentalists and trend fol-

lowers, whereas the stabilizing role played by the market maker in terms of the

inventory management is a secondary effect. Lower extrapolation from the trend

followers and speed of the price adjustment from the fundamentalists lead to a

stable market. The stabilizing roles played by the market maker in terms of the

inventory management are opposite for the fundamentalists and trend followers.

When the fundamentalists (trend followers) are less (more) active, the market is

stabilized when the speed of the market maker’s inventory adjustment is neither

too low nor too high, but when the fundamentalists (trend followers) become more

(less) active, the market is stabilized as the speed of the market maker’s inventory

adjustment increases. Strong activity of either the fundamentalists or the trend

followers destabilizes the market and balanced activities between them are neces-

sary to maintain the stability of the fundamental equilibrium. Numerical analysis

of a stochastic version of the model shows that it is able to replicate some of the

stylized facts in asset returns (such as high kurtosis, fat tails, volatility clustering,

and insignificant autocorrelations in returns but significant in the absolute returns

and the squared returns) and statistical patterns in inventory holdings (including

the fact that inventories are negatively correlated with contemporary returns and

past returns, but positively correlated with future returns, and positive decaying

autocorrelations in inventories) that have been observed in empirical studies of

financial markets.
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